Welcome to Lake Area

The Management and Staff wish you an enjoyable visit.

- The Lake Hotel Dining Room requires reservations for dinner. Rooms with phones may call the dining room directly by dialing ext. 3899 or you may stop by the Front Desk to inquire about reservations.
- Housekeeping starts working at 8 am. Please place your “Do Not Disturb” sign on your door if you do not wish to be disturbed.

Scenicruise on Yellowstone Lake from Bridge Bay Marina
All aboard the Lake Queen II for an informative one hour cruise. You will view the historic Lake District from the water plus see an old ship wreck as you tour around Stevenson Island. Several departures times daily.

Guided Fishing or Sightseeing Charters from Bridge Bay Marina
Two to twelve hour tours are available. Your guide will give you a memorable experience taking you to remote locales on one of the highest large lakes in the lower 48 states. Fishing is always an option and all tackle is provided by your guide.

Motorboat Rentals from Bridge Bay Marina
Take yourself out on Yellowstone Lake in a first come first served 18 foot motorboat. Rentals available daily.

Circle of Fire Tour
Discover the story and scenery behind Yellowstone’s amazing geysers and hot springs. Offered from Old Faithful, Grant Village, Canyon and Lake.

CUSTOM CHARTERS
If exploring Yellowstone with your own private guide is appealing, we can tailor an in-park charter to suit your needs. Our fleet of vehicles can accommodate a single individual to groups up to 47 participants.

Yellowstone Lake Butte Sunset Tour
Enjoy the scenic shores of Yellowstone Lake and breathtaking views from the Lake Butte Overlook. Offered from Lake Hotel and Fishing Bridge RV Park.

Picture Perfect Photo Safari
Explore the northern shores of Yellowstone Lake, Hayden Valley and the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone areas with a photographer-guide who knows the photo hot spots and prime times for viewing wildlife.
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Please park in designated areas ONLY. For fire and safety reasons, DO NOT park on sidewalks.
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